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RADIO. DON DUNSTAN. 27.5*70. 
Let me briefly sum up the issues which have 
emerged in this election. 
Do you want Labor's development policy which 
gives a scientific survey of all our water resources 
an economic resource survey - industrial research and 
market research - and direct State action to help the 
promotion of new industries in South Australia? Then 
vote Labor. If, on the other hand, you believe that any 
scientific basis for industrial development should be 
scrapped and that we rely merely on the haphazard whims of 
overseas investors for investment, then vote Liberal. 
Do you want South Australia to agree to the 
building of the Dartmouth Dam as the next major storage, 
but retain our existing rights to get the Chowilla Dam? 
Then vote Labor. 
Alternatively - if you want South Australia 
to agree to the building of the Dartmouth Dam with special 
clauses in an Agreement which will also mean that we'll 
never get the Chowilla Dam, then vote Liberal. 
Do you want a Government which will protect your 
pocket by maintaining price control - protect it by 
extending the powers of the Prices Commissioner - protect 
you by giving proper consumer protection laws - protect 
you by bringing into force the Builders Licensing Act? 
Then vote Labor. 
But if you want a Government which has already 
removed most items from price control and sent prices 
soaring as a result - a Government which now announces that 
it will abolish price control altogether - and a Government 
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which has thrown away the plans made for proper consumer 
protection, then vote Liberal. 
Do you want a Government which acknowledges that 
there is a crisis in Education and which pledges that it 
will spend all available Education monies? Then vote Labor. 
But if you want a Government which says there is 
no crisis in Education, which condemns the teachers for 
demanding better facilities for teaching our children, and 
which puts money away in Treasury surpluses which ought to 
be spent on schools, then vote Liberal. 
Do you want a Government which in its term of office 
from 1965-1968 vastly increased hospital spending and planned 
three new major general hospitals and teaching facilities and 
which will proceed on that course again? Do you want a 
Government which will intervene to get improved conditions 
for nurses and hospital staff, and see that they have proper 
wages, training and status? Then vote Labor. 
But if you want a Government which denies that there 
is anything seriously wrong with our public hospitals, which 
ignores the pleas of the nurses, which has held up plans 
for our new general hospitals for two years, then vote Liberal. 
Do you want a Government which insists that our 
cities must be effectively planned - a Government which was 
responsible for introducing and establishing the whole of the 
South Australian Town Planning administration - a Government 
which will revise the M.A.T.S. Plan? Then vote Labor. 
But if you want a Government which has deprived the 
State Planning Authority of the finance needed for its effective 
operation, which has thrown redevelopment projects away, which 
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is turning our housing finances away from providing houses 
for wage-earners and towards providing luxury houses, and 
which is going to force the M.A.T.S. Plan on Adelaide with 
disastrous results and a decline in public transport, then 
vote Liberal. 
If you want a Government which represents the 
majority of citizens and seeks to give them an effective 
voice in their own government at all levels - Local Government, 
the House of Assembly and the Legislative Council - then 
vote Labor. 
But if you want a Government which is wedded to 
minority rule and to maintaining the rights of a minority to 
dictate to the majority, then vote Liberal. 
I believe those choices are clear. If you want 
action in planning our resources, our services, our projects, 
and our rights as citizens, we urge you don't only vote Labor 
yourself on May 30th, but on your own behalf induce every 
other citizen you can to do likewise. 
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